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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of Problem 
One of the chief benefits of dimensional analysi s is the 
reduction of the number of independent variables (pi terms) 
that mu t be investigated . However, every student of dimen-
. ional analys1 has an uneasy feeling that the benefits it 
yields e f out of proportion to the small effort it demands. 
Yet, once interested, every s tudent of dimensional analysis 
usually wonders if additional techniques are possible so that 
conventional dimensional analysis can be made to yield even 
mor information. Man instances are known, for example, in 
hich the number of pi terms yielded by dimensional analysis 
ls still larger than the number experimentally verified. 
The e super luou pi terms have been the cause of much 
controversy nd much needless laboratory ork. Dimensional 
an y is needs a technique that fl.11 minimize {or detect) 
the oocurren e o s uch pi terms . 
e ims of this thesis e two-fold. They are, (a) to 
e t bli h th reason for e stence of superfluous pi te s, 
(b) to es 1 a techniq hich 11 prevent their 
o tion. Ba ical l the technique consi ts of increasin 
(m ) h n ber o 1 ensions that are used in a 
or utilizing such a te hnique t o 1 portan~ 
n r Can the number of 1 en ion 
I ea, e a circ stances? 
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B. Review of Literature 
T o important questions were raised at the end of the 
precee 1ng section. Publications of Fourier (10) 1 , Bridgman 
(3), Buckingham ( ,5), Brand (2), Birkhoff (1), Drobot (6), 
and Murphy (19) shall be reviewed for possible answers. The 
publications of several other authors offer little additional 
information concerning these questions (7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 24, 
25). 
Fourier initiated the concepts of dimensional formulas 
and dimensional homogeneity. It seems proper, therefore, to 
et t 1th a revie of his vie s. He made the following 
remark in discu sing the nature of the quantities he used in 
hi book on he t (10). 
"In order to measure these quantities and express them 
num rically, they must be compared with different kinds 
of nit , five in number, namely the unit of length, 
th unit of time, that of temperature, .... " 
A fe~ 11n a later he ote 
"every undetermine magnitude or constant has one 
dim n ion pr per to itself, and ... the te s of o e 
n the e equation could not be compared, if they 
h d not the same e.?g?onent .Q_ dimension .... umber 
uch S hi h repre ent surfaces or solids are of 
t o imensions in th irst ca e, an o three dimen-
1 th econd. Angle , ines, and other tri-
ri 1 unction , log it or exponents of 
, cor 1 t he principles of analysis, 
numb io do o change th the unit 
; their dimens on ust therefo e be taken 
Q, II 
1 p en he re e to 1 ly n bere 
the 1te t e ited. 
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Fourier clearly had two distinct ideas in mind for the 
words 'unit' and 'dimension'. A unit, in the terminology of 
Fourier, seems to be a particular magnitude of a unique 
abstract concept. Examples are 1 hour, 1 minute, and 1 second, 
which are different magnitude units of the abstract concept 
'time'. The collection o five abstract concepts mentioned by 
"Fourier is (app ently) his definition of all measurable 
qualities possessed by specimens of the real world. Fourier 
apparently believed that these five 'measur able qualities' 
form fundamental universal 'dimensions' hich are independent 
of man ' s measuring systems. A measurable quality is a pro-
perty of a •real orld' specimen such that two specimen of 
the real world can be ordered in this quality through the 
subterfuge of comparing a pair of logically assigned, real 
po 1t1ve numbers. Thus Fourier used the word 'unit' to 
di c s dual cone pts; (a) abstract concepts that many people 
o ay call 'imen ions', (b) pecific measures (units) of 
the e 'dimen ions'. 
The o d ' imeneion' in Fourier's ork can be interpreted 
to r to th num ic 1 expo ent that accompanies a unit. 
Thu 1 ay h t the di ension of s face in the unit 
0 h o, the imension of s ine (trigonometry) 
1 ion, h n u e thi as hi on implies no 
10 bo t t 1 tit or number o abst act concepts 
h h plo e b tie . 
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Bridgman accepts Fourier's definition of the word 
'dimension'. He says (3, p. 23) 
"the exponents of the powers are a matter of vital 
importance. The exponent of the power of any particular 
primary quantity is by definition the dimension of 
the secondary quantity in that particular primary 
quantity. 11 
Unlike Fourier, Bridgman rarely uses the word 'unit' in 
·his discu sion of 'dimension'. In its place he uses the 
terms 'primary quantity' and •secondary quantity'. He ote 
(3, p. 18) 
"the arguments fall into two groups, depending on the way 
in hich the numbers are obtained physically. The first 
group of quantities e call primary quantities. These are 
the quantities which, according to the particular set 
of rules of operation by which we assign numbers character-
i tic of the phenomenon, are regarded as fundamental and 
of an irreducible simplicity. Thus in the ordinary 
ystems of mechanics, the fundamental quantities are 
taken as mass, length, and time." 
A f e line later Bridgman says 
Thi 
QU 
"in gen al, it is characteristic of primary quantities 
that there are certain rules of procedure by hich it is 
po ible to measure any prim quantity directly in 
te o unit of its o kind." 
Bri gman distinguishes bet ~een quantities of a secondary 
r an tho o a primary nat re as follo s (3, p. 19). 
" 
t 
1 
1 re ion that pr1 
ng 
nd 
and 
and e_on ar 
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but on the next page Bridgman makes the following statement 
( 3, p . 20) . 
"It is particularly to be noticed that the line of 
separation between primary and secondary quantities is 
not a hard and fast one imposed by natural conditions, 
but 1 to a large extent arbitrary, and depends on the 
particular set of rules of operation which we find 
convenient to adopt in defining our system of measure-
ment . " 
The primary quantities of Bridgman stand in place of the 
-
units of Fourier. Bridgman makes this point very clear (3, 
p. 23). 
"It ie to be noticed that the dimensions of any primary 
quantity are by a simple extension of the definition above 
rely the dimensional symbol of the corresponding primary 
quantity itself." 
idgman believes that the choice of a 'correct' set of 
primary quantities is determined by the variables hich 
pp 1 eaoh problem. This idea represents a significant 
hilo ophic 1 t from Fourier's vie that there are 
x tl 
be 
1 
II 
1ve unit th hich all measurable quantities must 
q 
1 groan's appr ch is that the number 01 
tit e is determine by whatever variables are 
to b p 
t t t 
1 
n nt, an by the number of dimensional 
be u e to correlate expe imental measures 
H ( 3, p. 5 ) 
dth thi 
o units in 
ed but in 
relation 
hich the 
h.1ch the 
a been 
belong! to t e 
ta re ation to 
ned 1 O- v ue ------'-- - -
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only in treating that .£™ of phenomena to which the law 
in question applies ... (author's underlining) •..• These 
considerations as to the possible systems of uni.ts answer 
the question previously raised ••• as to the number and 
kinds of units which we shall take as primary. The 
answer depends entirely upon the particular problem, and 
will involve the physical relations which are necessary 
to a complete expression of the motion of the parts." 
Br1dgmnn justifies this procedure by its usefulness. 
Buckingham's vie s on 'dimension' (4,5) are hard to 
extract from his papers. In the article of 1914 he wrote 
(5, p. 347) 
"Let k be the number of arbitrary fundamental units 
needed s a basis for the absolute system . .. by which 
the 's are measured. Then principle ... there is always, 
among the n units [ 1, at least one set of k which may 
be used as fundamental units .. " 
In subsequent article he said (4, p. 290) 
"To measure n nds of quantities we require n units, but 
these need not all be adopted arbitrarily for they can 
in general be derived from, i.e., described or defined 
in te s of, some smaller number of fundamental units • 
... In m ch cs 11 the necessary units can be derived 
rom only three~ such as force, length, time, or ork, 
sp ed, dens1 ty. • 
These remarks e not clarified by Buckingham in his 
oof of the Pi Theorem. In the proof he mentions the 
po sibil ty o u ing a oup o variables of the problem as 
t 0 un en al uni t s , and states that it is always 
0 ibl to de or!be the ot er v able in these units. 
Ho v , in e es he u ee mea ures o length, mass, 
unit ethe or not a specif c mas 
0 p v the e ple. Con ideration 
0 t ese t a. e ead o the concl ion 
7 
that Buckingham's vie of 'dimensions• lies somewhere between 
those of Fourier and Bridgman . 
Both Garrett Birkhoff (1, p. 89) and Louis Brand (2, 
p. 36) use the word 'dimension' in the fashion of Fourier and 
B ld man. That is, they define the dimension of a variable in 
a fundamental unit to be the exponent that appears with this 
unite conversion factor when changing the magnitude of the 
fundamental unit. They both say it is correct to speak of the 
' 1mension ' of variable only with respect to a given set of 
fundamental units. 
B1rkhoff offers a short discus ion on his philosophy of 
fund ental units. Birkhoff's main point is that there does 
not e st a set of 'truly' fundamental units that will allo 
all 1 w of nature to be expressed as unit-free equations, 
i.e., complete e uations of Bridgm He discusses several 
equ tione hich he believes (incorrectly) to be inhomogeneous, 
n then con lud s (1, p. 98) 
Br n 
rt . ) 
0 
n 0 
e thus impelled irresistibly to the conclusion 
1 
0 
In d 
n l 
e no kno 'fundamental units' with respect 
kno ph si al la s e unit-free. Indeed, 
t call certain units 'fundamental' (or 
others 'derived' (or secondar ) is one of 
nd not o physical ne essity." 
ert in re trictions on the units u ed to 
u dament 1 unit (2, p. 1) . (See chapter 1, 
1 1o h e bits am tho or changing sets 
e B ho eve I mu t have the e 
it . a. a 0 1S a t e classi 
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heat transfer paradox of Rayleigh and Riabouchinsky. He 
first works the problem using four fundamental units, then 
subsequently using three fundamental units. The method with 
three fundamental units yields an additional independent 
variable. Brand concludes {2, p. 44) that the Pi Theorem gives 
one re ult under one physical theory, and a different result 
under another physical theory, and "only experiment can decide 
hich is correct". 
The Polish mathematician, S. Drobot (6), takes a deci-
dedly different approach to the concepts of 1 d1mension 1 and 
1 fundamental units' than does Brand, Birkhoff, or Bridgman. 
Drobot constructs a 'linear space of multiplicative fo 
uch that the elements of this space closely resemble the 
'unit ' o Fourie . That is, each element, a 'dimensional 
uantity', repr ents a unique abstract concept which is 
1stinct ro its measure. Drobot says {6, p. 85) 
111 t 1.a intuitive to consider the dimensional quantities 
lements of a space, di:fferent from ordin y numbers." 
A fe pa later he comments (6, p. 93) 
h 
pace ... can be divided into disjoint classes such 
all 1 ment of the ame class have the same 
n ion. Thus, it 1 natural ... to identi y the 
nsion o a given q ntit 1 h the clas to .hich 
u tit b long ." 
, o-her thing, hat hen quantity i 
po t belong to dif er nt 1 d1mens onal 
r on o t 1 a i f erent bstra co cept, 
b u th v l e o 1 xponent. Drobot does ot 
9 
giv the exponent of the units a special name or significance. 
Drobot defines •system of units' as a set of n dimen-
ionally independent elements of the dimensional space, here 
n 1 the ma mum number of dimensionall independent elements 
contained in the pace. The definition of a dimensionally 
1ndep ndent et of elements A1 , A2, .. \i is a et such that 
= { a number) (1) 
tru if, and only if 
a1 = 2 = .... =an= O, nd = l (2) 
The p Drobot constructs cont ns more than one system of 
unit , but e ch s s m can be obt ined from the other by a 
lin tr n orm tion. The metho or ch ng1ng systems of 
unit pr c el the ne u ed by and, Br1dg n, etc. 
(19, p. 191) di pla t o dimensional anal es of 
he t t n 0 l hie a cloael rel te to t e 
u io b 1 v tig te . One analya1 a ume the r ve 
1 en 1 J h,, time, t per t , d heat e 
nal um only th four 
t e, are applicable 
(b u b e 1 u it 0 s, lengt , n 
1 ). n 1 t t1o 1 pi e h s 
n t 1 e ph 
93) 
1 t 
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phenomenon, the dimension H may be oonsid red to be 
independent to M, L, and T, but if conversion of energy 
is involved, then H, , L, an T are not independent and 
only three of the four may be considered as independent 
dimensions." 
C. Conclu ion of Liter ture Revie 
Clearly the nomencl ture of dimensional analysis is not 
uniform. This 1 not too urpriaing since the concept of 
'dimension' differs idely between authors. Drobot was correct, 
it m , in his appraisal (6, p. 85) 
"Some author identify dimensional q ant1t1es with 
o din ry numbers, real or co ple~, and, a a matter of 
ct, they o not introduce the notions of dimension, or 
of i en ion 1 quantity into the Dimensional Analysis, 
ltho gh they formulate theorems on these very notions." 
The literature reveals at least three distinct concepts 
one rn1 the n ture of 'dimension 1 One concept is 
h r ct !zed by 'pri ar quantities', or the 
n t l unit 1 of Buck1 h , Birkhof , and and. These 
r u it 
h s ni 
t m o ph 
1 00 
1 
nitu ( eas re) of appl able' 1mens1ons'. 
gnit es are sually constr cte for a specif c 
c 1 
, 
1 
s ement. Ex les o these qu titie 
1 hour. Th e nit e can be 
r n e al s ·ale ch es, i.e., the 
g n ( 3, p • 29) . 
ir o po 
1 
t e o s 0 
ent 1 units 
u lity of 
1 port nt est ic io 
e 11 the P Theor 
1 e 1o al 
11 
1ndep n ent unit • 
Another concept is that of Bridgman's •secondary quan-
tities', or the 'derived qu t1t1es• of Birkhoff. The measure 
ormula of these quantities can be obtained only by multipli-
cative combinations of funda ental units. Examples of the e 
uantities e 1 foot/ eoond, 1 HrU/slug-°F, and 1 rad/me er2 . 
The magnitudes of the 'change ratios' of these quantities e 
not indepen ent, but are determined by the magnitudes of the 
'chang r tios' of the fundamental units. The Pi Theorem's 
oncern with 1 econda y qu ntitie ' is only as specific 
v riables in a problem. 
A third concept is that of Fourier's 'units', or Drobot's 
'dim n ional quantities•. These are abstract concepts hose 
1 t1ngu1 hing ch racter1st1c is the capability of being 
me ured by log1 ally assigned, real positive numbers. 
pl o the e concept are length, mass, time, oharge, 
d 
in th l 
O B pl of 'pure' 1 en ion l quantity exists 
e ause all uch quantities are abstract. 
T not h subj ct o the P1 Theo e {except 
b o ot). 
v 1 ble' 1 of en ed 1th different mea ing , 
b 1 b t e 1be e o pee! ic 
u u l nitude d 1 t 
e P in n_ta 
0 • to a p 1 1e b 
12 
the measure formula of the v iable. Since a variable is a 
me sure it cannot be a fundamental unit of a pr oblem . 
The literature reveals that the definitions of several 
key ords e not stand dized. The following definitions 
cannot agree with all the usages expressed by past authorities, 
but they do coincide th current usage. 
1. DIMENSION. Th.is is a unique abstract concept hose 
oh ac teri stic quality is measurability in units of its o 
kind. Examples are mass, time, ea, and temperature. This 
usage makes the word unrel ted to a numerical exponent. 
2 . UNIT. This is a specific measure (magnitude) of a 
dimen ion. Examples e 1 slug, 1 hour, 1 acre, and 1°F . 
3. FUNDAMENTAL UNITS . This is a set of dimensionally 
independent units selected for a given set of v riables in 
pec1f1c problem. Thus the set of fundamental units is in a 
1-1 correspondence \1th the dimensions u ed in the problem. 
VARIABLE. Thi is agnitude-unit combination hioh 
1 t measure of pecif1c example of dimension. The 
me ur c n expre sed t o ya: ( ) directly in units o the 
i ens1 n, or (b) n combina ion of units hich e homo-
g n OU 
5 . 
0 p n1 
n 
o the 
D 
( 
men ion. 
E. Thi is 
un ent 1 
1 e 
g t 
the v lue o the exponent that 
unit o one dim en _on hen the 
n the e o 1 f erent 
0 t n papers in d_ ensio a 
nit 0 . e ord 1 di. ene_o I t 
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in current literature the word 1 dimension 1 has clearly come 
to men an abstract concept.) 
The definitions given will be used throughout the 
rem ind r of this thesi • 
D. The Pi Theorem 
Buckingham' tatem nt of the Pi Theorem (5, p. 350) is 
es enti 11 a follo s: If an equation in n kinda of physical 
qu nt1t1 s is dimensionally homogeneous th respect to m 
und ment 1 units, it can be red ced to a relation between 
n - inde endent dime sionle s products. Bridgman sho ed 
( 3, ) that this u eful rule 1 not entirely correct. In 
c rt in p cial ca e there 111 be more independent dimen-
ionles pro ucts (pi terms) than this rule allo s. Although 
id 1 n t f icall 1 ea complete formal statement 
0 th mp ov 1 Theorem, hi re ks leave no doubt tl at 
h kn of it t nee an hat it hould be. 
p p (2) 0 im on al analysis cont ins a 
Pi T hi ch 18 uch lo er, but mo e courate 
paper makes us e of t o 
ed; di ens o al matrix, 
io al ri I 11 
b to be co ai tent 
. } h ion 0 
0 t Pi 
14 
Consider a problem in which the physical quantities 
Xi have positive measure xi in a system of m fundamental units 
U1, u 2, .• , Um. Let the magnitude of any Uj of these units 
be changed by a positive ratio tj to a new unit Uj, so that 
the positive measures xi also change to new value xi· Then 
if under any unit magnitude change of the type 
(3) 
the relation 
(4) 
is alw ys obtained, then we say as a definition that the 
degrees of x1 e (ail' a12' ..• , aim) in the units ul, u2, 
•.. ,um. When all aij = o, xi is said to be thout dimension. 
The degree of n quantities X1 in the m units uj may be dis-
played in a rectangular n x m array. 
ul u2 . . . . um 
x1 all al2 · · • • alm 
x2 a21 a22" · • • a2m 
• • 
xn anl ~2 · ... anm 
An uch B th:i is c lle degree matrix . The de ee 
m t 1 is said to be o ra r if it contains at least one 
non- ro ete n nt o_ order r, hi le all deter nan ts of 
hi hr or er i h the tr! a cont n e zero. 
15 
Con ider next a single physical quantity X whose measure 
i x in a system of units u1 , u2, • •. ,Um. Let x be related 
to t e iea urea xi of other quantities by 
x = f(x1 , x2, ... , "'n) • (5) 
As um Equation 5 holds for all changes of units of the type 
des lbed by Equation 3. Therefore an equation such as 
(6) 
' 11 1 ys be obtained. If X has degrees (a1 , a 2, ...• , am) 
th me sures x and x' are related through Equation 4 by 
x' x = 
x2, .... ) (7) 
Th refor un er the given unit tran ormations Equation 5 
T 
ti 1 
11 uh 
n o ) 
0 
, I 
identity in t 1 , t 2, .•. , tm; namely: 
) = 
all al al a21 a22 a2Jn 
( t l t 2 .•. t m • 1, t 1 t 2 ... t m x2, • ..• ) ( 8) 
not1 n are term isoba..I1c (dimensionally ho o-
B ( l' a2' • • • . ' 
8 0 h n n ion that s isob ic o 
t , u2, ... , u l 0 b ic th spe t 
b t 0 t e u I Ul, u ' ... , Uk (k < m). 
0 V OU t +l = tk+2 = •• = t = 
u 111 1 e tic in 
..... T u 0 un io ob 1 to 
1 
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units u1 , u2, ... ,Uk than there are functions i sobaric to 
units u1, u2, ••• ,Urn for rn > k. In other words, the larger 
the number o units, the smaller the number of correspond1.ng 
1 ob 1 functions. Thi simple act lies at the root of 
several app ent par dexes in dimen ional analysis. Conversely 
a function th t is known to be isobaric th respect to k units 
might leo be isobaric with respect to m units for rn > k. 
That is, there 1 nothing in the definition of isobaric 
functions which limits the number of units to be considered. 
nd's statement of the Pi Theo em (2, p. 38) is as 
ollo s: 
"Let the u ction f in an equation th n arguments such as 
Th 
) = 0 (9) 
b isob i ' th re spect to m fundamental units u1 , u2 , 
Then iI' the n x m imensional matrix of x1 , x2, 
i o a k r = n - k, the given equation is equi-
to 
(l,1, .. , 1, TTl' TT2 ' ... , TTk) = 0 (10) 
n 1ch ir t rgument s e 1, a the TT 1 S are 
n - n de a imensionless products formed ~rom 
II 
l' 2 
ompl t 00 0 e theor i s not peri;inen to this 
bu on i t on o a p cial case rill 1 dicate t e 
l B n his 00 . 
io { l' , ... , ) 1 de in a homoge eou 0 
( 3, . 35) 
{ 
l' 
, ... ' ) = { ) . { l" - , ... , ) t o. { ) 
17 
In the te nolo y of Brand it is said that f is a function of 
the measure xi of physical quantities x1 , and that f is 
isobaric and of dimension din a single fundamental unit u1 . 
The degree matrix of this function will be a single column 
oon 1 ting o n ent ies of d (rank= 1). Equation 11 is an 
identity int, therefore it is true hen t = l/x1 . \Then this 
batitution is made in Equation 11 the results are 
By hypothesis, i.e., Equation 9, the function is of the type 
r(x1 , x2 , ... , xn) = o. Therefore it follows that 
(13) 
Thu an quation uch as Equation 9, hose arguments have a 
degr e matrix dth rank = 1, is equivalent to the equation 
(1 +) 
in th n - 1 dim nsionless product n1 = x~x1 , n2 = x3/x1 , 
...• , rrn-l = ~ /x1 . The Pi coi·em is thus demonstrated for 
t p cial ca e, an in the ords of Brand (2, p. 38), 
proo in the general case consists of a natural 
ion o th.is rea oning. 11 
tate ent o the Pi heorem restrict Ul, u2, 
. . . , 0 b t 0 d e tal unit . The re triction 
h n t l' u2" ... ' u to a e 0 fund ent 1 unite 
iv n 1 l 0 ppl c t1o B at very va !able X in 
h 1 t b uniou . l~ n t e 0 
or 
18 
x > o. (15) 
and points out that this statement means that X is dimen-
eionle if and only 1.r 
a 1 = a 2 = a 3 = ... = ~ = O • (16) 
This last tatement can be used as an equivalent definition 
o a set of un amental units. 
E. Number of Units 
It is not quite correct to assume that the Pi Theorem deals 
th va iables an dimensions. Brand's statement of the Pi 
Th orem relate tle terms 1 guments' (variables) and 
1 un rnent 1 unit 1 to the number of in ependent variables. 
Thu her 1 a la in the q estion at the beginning of this 
ch t r. Th ue ion sho ld read "Can the number of funda-
ver be varied?" The ans er, as dete ned in 
th Vi 0 1 t • ature an by the 1 Theorem, 1 s ~ . 
'l'h Pi 0 m, trippeu o all •re 1 orld 1 annotation , 
1 ns r o the ollo ng mathematical ques tion. 
1 ob 1 1 ion be ee u ntities (va iables), 
t co b na ion o 1 epen ent items 
( 1 uni ) ; 0 1 dependent te B (pi te ) 
0 n qu 1 1 8 ch t t e e t 11 
0 0 on 1 1 pen n it m ? H n the 
1 1 con eque ce 0 
1 1 ble a e tal 
19 
unite into an isobaric function. 
The heat transfer example from Murphy clearly sho s that 
the number of units can be varied, and that the pi terms thus 
produ ed can reflect restrictions in the phenomenon. any 
uthor1t1e have said that the initial step in dimensional 
analy is 1s selection of the 'correct' variables, i noring 
any mention of the unit . Murphy's example illustrates that 
correct t of u its does not necessarily follo~ from a 
orrect et of v !ables. If such were the case there woul 
be n 1 b olute measure formula' .for every dimension (variable). 
r ctioally ever modern iter supports Bridgman's view 
(3, p. 2 , p. 54) that there are no 'true' units With hich to 
ma ur i ension. Langhaar quotes Max Planck (1 , p. 10) 
8 1 
"To quire nto the 'real' dimension of a quantity has 
no o mea g t to inquire into the •real' name of 
n object .•. " 
It 1 th n eers r sponsibility to select both the 
v r1 bl an e un e tal units for ea h problem. The 
l c 1o ( n circ st e ) of v ying the number of 
l u it 11 b 1 vestiga ed 1 t e ne t chapter. 
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II . DIMENSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
A. Dimensional Dependence 
The Pi Theorem deal only with isobaric (dimensionally 
homogeneous) equations, and isobaric equations ut ilizing 
multi-unit variables are made possible only through the 
e stenoe of dimens anally dependent relationships . Tradi-
tionally there have been two approaches to the concepts 
related to dimensionally dependent relationships. One approach 
is that there exists a specific set (or at least a specific 
number) of 'prim y independent' dimensions, and th t all 
other dimension e necessarily described as products of 
t e The con approach, exemplified by Bridgman and 
Pl nck, 1 th t ther e sts only a finite number of dimensions, 
but th t each dimension is independent o all others. Thus 
both vie tacitly assume that there exists only a finite 
number o •truly nde endent• dimensions. The literature 
ho th t the con epts e a source of constant controversy. 
vid n e to da in icate that the validity of either 
(o ) im n ion 11 ~ pen ent relationship cannot be 
xpe 1m nt, nor by n uctive rea on ng. 
t or th 1 no vid n e o reason to believe that 
h r houl t onl a 1n1te n ber o ind p ndent 
on . Th ore thi t 1 e to r olv the 
l te o 1 en onal- ep nd n b t e ollo ng 
1 (8, 9). 
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Every dimension is an independent abstract concept, 
and simultaneously every dimension is uniquely related 
to other dimensional combinations through specific 
'physical phenomena'. 
The essence of this hypothesis is incorporated in all subse-
quent remarks. Thus a specific dimension is neither primary 
nor secondary until considered in the context of some physical 
phenomenon. This hypothesis eliminates the possibility of 
building an efficient permanent dimensional analysis basis 
with a fixed finite set of dimensions because every dimensional 
combination creates a ne dimensional concept (dimension) 
which, in turn, may be independent in some other physical 
phenomenon. Two methods are available to achieve dimensional 
dependence. One method is through the use of 'defining 
quation ', and the other is through the use of dimensional 
on tants. 
B. Defining Equations 
uch ork in physics and engineering is directed to ards 
de iving functional measure relationships (in units) between 
di f eri qu ntities (dimensions). Dimensional homogeneity, 
r uir d or dimension 1 nalysis, can easily be satisfied 
ter th m sur relation is established by an equivalence 
1n1t1on. Thus a ter Joule de~alop€d a easure relation 
en uni o e h n1cal or an a unit of the 1 
n 1 lo 1c l to defin or ~ heat. It ould 
v n en ion l homogeneity deman e uch a 
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definition. Simil ly after Maxwell's statistical derivation 
o the gas law showed a relation between measures of a gas 
molecules kinetic energy and the gas temperature it seemed 
logical to define kinetic energy J:: temperature . Many empirical 
laws describe measure relationships between dissimilar units. 
A few examples of such empirical laws are: 
easure-Unit 
Relation 
force = mass x acceleration 
ork a constant x heat 
nergy = con tant x temperature 
ea = length x dth 
Dimensional 
Formula 
F: MA 
W: H 
E : 0 
a J:: L2 
Resulting 
Pi Term 
F/MA : l 
W/H :: 1 
E/9 :: 1 
a/L2 = 1 
The obvious fact that the symbols on the left side of the 
dimensional formula are different from those on the right 
side could be oonstrued to me that the relationships are 
1men ionally inhomogeneous. But these measure relationships 
an b made dimensionally homogeneous simply by an equivalence 
d f1nit1on between the appropriate dimensional combinations 
on aoh side o the equation. The equations are thus 'coerced', 
by de 1n1t1on, into dimensional ho ogeneity. 
An important oint in this procedure is that the measure 
l tion hi ju tified in thi fa hion are valid only en 
the d 1n1 1 1 phenom non is occurring. The same 
u 1 ti n hips, v n tho h 1mens1on lly homogeneous, 
1 l in orr c m sur en u in o her circ tan es. 
Thu t v ri nerat by roe et motor cannot be 
b t on 1 te to t e ma of hat otor 
0 n 0 otion. 
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C. Dimensional Constants 
Engineers and physicists sometimes d1scover measure 
relationships between variables (dimensions) that seem, to 
them, intrinsically different. The requirement for dimensional 
homogeneity is satisfied in these cases by the simple process 
of assigning appropriate products of units (hence dimensions) 
to some significant multiplicative constant which appears in 
the measure relationship. Thus dimensional constants can be 
made to serve as 'transfer functions' (23, p. 19) bet een 
dissimilar dimensions. Bridgman discusses an hypothetical 
investigation of the phenomenon of 'free fall' (3, p. 14) 
in hich Galileo discovers the measure relationship 
distance =constant x t1me 2 . (17) 
G lil o thus could choose between t1o methods of achieving 
im ns1on lly ho ogeneity. He could either define the dimen-
ional quiv le ce relation 'distance~ time21 , er he could 
~~1-g_n h dimen ion 'diet nee: t1me21 , to the constant. 
~th r t hnique is logic lly permissible, either 11 achieve 
d n ion 1 ho ogeneity. Di enaional constants, like defining 
u tion , 1 1 v lid a sure lationships only hen 
u 111z in 1 n h no enon. (Ho ever, the concept 
1 1 ional co ta can e an in e en nt 
n 1 n p no non.) Con e sely, 
hr ( g atlo 0 di en 10 l 
on ) 0 v 1 0 og 1 i pl1 t a 
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the defining physical phenomenon is occurring. Thus if' a 
mea ure of' time is mathematically transformed into a measure 
of d1 tance 1n the manner prescribed by Galileo's free fall 
relation the phenomenon called 'acceleration' is (mathe-
matic lly) occurring. This example will be examined in more 
detail in chapter IV. 
Unt'ortunately both methods o obtaining dimensional 
homog ne1ty are in current use. In fact the dimensionally 
dependent relationship which occur within one problem are 
sometime the result of utilizing both techniques. A fe 
dimensional relationships are al aye written with dimensional 
cons nt , 
ome e 
few are always written as defining equations, and 
itt n either ay. Some measure relationship 
ut dim n ional con tants are listed here: 
e-Unit 
ti on 
th = con tant 
0 c constant 
ork • 0 tant x 
n r on tant 
t p rat 
Di n i l 
1 
T 
0 
D1.mens1onal Di nsional Resulting 
Relation Co stant Pi Term 
t1me2 L . KT2 K :: LT- 2 L/KT2 :!:: 1 = 
length F = CL C :!:: FL-l F/CL c 1 
h at • JH J = -1 /Jn . 1 = = 
E c k9 k . Ee-l E/k9 = 1 
D. Dimen 1onle e 
term (pi ter ) d emed ' ulti-unit' 
ro t 0 1 ren nde of varia es. 
, u t products of a e 
1o c on o ulti- t 
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product-terms as 'dimensionless' necessarily implies a 
dimensionally dependent relationship exists between the 
dimen ion of the v iables . But dimensional- dependence can 
be accomplished only by two methods, either 'defining 
equations', or dimensional constants, and both methods are 
relate to specific physical phenomenon. Consequently every 
multi-unit pi t can be considered, ultimately, to represent 
on of the folloti situations: (a) a ratio of measures of 
iff ring dim nsions which are equivalent by definition, or 
{b) ratio o variable products form d so that their units 
(dimensions) exactly 'nullify' the units (dimensions) assigned 
to some pertinent dimensional constant( ). In either case a 
p c1 io dim nsio ally dependent relationship is imposed on 
th var1 bles o that pi term, and the corresponding unique 
phy ioal h o ena is (mathematically) invoked. 
There 1 , ho ver, a significant practical difference in 
con ct1ng pi terms by these t o methods. Sucoessf'ul 
ut liz tion o the di en ional constant techniqu mean that 
t in elect ap ropriate variable a 
l con t 
. ..,;;;~~~~.;;:..v.. 1 0 
(di en ional tran fer functions), thus 
rti phy ical pheno ena into the 
ion Thi k 1 easonably nable to 
ogi n r c o ma e ti 1 s ol h their 
1 ) h P o t re re ante e 
1 11 d 1 in 1 1 1 
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It is much more difficult, ho ever, to utilize efficiently 
(correctly) 'defined' dimensional equivalence relationships. 
The difficulty is compounded in problems which have dimen-
sional constants (practically all multi-unit problems). The 
pres nee of dimensional oonatants makes 1 t easy to use a 
'defined' dimensional equivalence relationship in a situation 
here the defined relation is not applicable, i.e., where the 
ar ected dimensions are not dependent. Thus inappropriate 
physical interpretations are mathematically imposed on the 
problem, and these interpretations ultimately appear in the 
similitude parameters (pi terms). Simple one-for-one sub-
titutions do not cause serious problems because the engineer 
mentally translates the itten dimension, through the defining 
equ tion, back into the appropriate phenomenon. 
n the inappropriate 'defined' dimensional equivalence 
r 1 t1onsh1p r uces the number of independent dimensions a 
oorr pon ing decre se in the number of fundamental units 
occur . Thus re undant, or superfluous dimensional relation-
hi s mathemati all imposed on the problem. These 
r triction ulti app a re undant or su erfluou 
m111 ud p et s (pi t ) c thematically model' 
th 
1m 
0 
ion 1 
n o tu 
ly p 
11 ation cont n d in the redun antly related 
1 
1 
ie b oth e er o th problem. 
e o 
bl b 
0 t perfluous pi er are 
e o 1 ie by th 
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remaining dimensions in the 'redefined' dimensional constants. 
The mathematical and physical implications of utilizing 
redundant dimensional relationships within a dimensional 
constant is in the nature of imposing a 'phenomenon u1th1n a 
phenomenon'. The infinite number of physical dimensions when 
formed into an infinite number of dimensional constants can 
ke it dif ioult to predict specific results of utilizing a 
given inappropriate dimensional equivalence relationship. 
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III. METHOD 
Chapters I and II developed the theory that •superfluous' 
or redundant sind.litude parameters (pi terms) are created as 
the result of an inconsistency in the structure and application 
o dimen ional analysis. (Superfluous pi terms associated 
With excess variable selection are not the subject of this 
th is.) Basically the inconsistency is that dimensional 
homogen 1ty (hence a dimensionally dependent relationship) 
can be, and often is, achieved by two methods. Each method 
1 valid, but each yields correct measure relationships only 
1n a restricted set of 1rcumstances. These circumstances are 
(theo t1cally) always brought to mind by use of the 1 dimen-
ional oonstant' method. Trouble can develop, hcwever, when 
d 11 dependent relation hips are used outside 
of the r defini context. Therefore a permanent method for 
11 n ti au erfluou pi te s is to stop using 'defining 
quat on 1 n require that the dimen ional constant method 
b u ifo ly us This sugge tion is not practical, however, 
b u t e ' ining equation' techrilque is too far entrenched 
in h xisting truotur o 1 en ional ly is. 
n 1 tiv m t o is o real ze the impli ation 
0 t 1 quations' , the utilize this 
l 1 ion ( n ometi s v r!ablea). 
Th h to obl - roblem search to 
v 1 uc ion o roper (o t o context) 
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d fined dim nsionally dependent relation hips. In moat other 
respect current dimensional analysis techniques can be 
employed (19, p. 65). 
The first step of the method is to define clearly the 
limits of the problem of interest. This entails two major 
d c aion . The first decision is to select the variabl which 
1 · to be pre 1cted by a measure relationship 1 and the second 
de ision is to select the primary driving function within 
the region of interest. These two choices delineate the 
phenomenological boundaries of the problem and 1 therefore, 
e a great as !stance in selecting pertinent variables. 
Proper (wise) selections e not always as easy as appears 
t f1 at glance. ter all, every driving unction has its 
om drivi fu tion .... ad infinitum. In defining the problem 
th ng n r c n also profitably utilize his experiences 
oonoerni 1 tive magnitudes of the phenomena occurring 
h1n the bou 1 B of th roblem. Phenomena hich apply 
bu OB r ct 1 8 known to be insigni 1cant in the region of 
t c be di s d. 
Th ·on e 0 t e metho s to select the pr1 y 
r 0 t or t r e n1 that rel a th driving 
0 to t v 1 to ed ct d. Thie s ep al a ys 
l t on o 1 en 10 1 tr n fer unct ons , 1.e., 
n 1 n l n e ho 0 tr s s on fall into 
0 1 J ( ) 1 n 0 th 
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components of the system (external geometry), and (b) pro-
erties of the material involved in the transfer mechanisms 
(int rn 1 geometry). These t10 categories often compliment 
one another in defining phenomena transmission and transfer 
mechani ms that occur within a given problem. 
The inal step in the method is to translate the selected 
rtin nt physical phenomena into the symbolism required for 
di en ion 1 analysis. The first part of this step is to 
elect th remaining variables required to describe the 
ph nomen , and the next part is to select the fundamental 
unit (dim nsion ) ,71 th ich to express these variables. 
S l ction o units should not be made from a t ble, but should 
b de th each pertinent phenomenon in mind. This is 
e ially true of th variable associated th the transfer 
h 1 me o th problem, usually properties of materials. It 
1 1 po t n th the origin o th definition or a property 
0 th b 1 utiliz be alyzed in te s of the 
h no involved in the d finition o that 
t . le tio can then b made at the definitional 
l th I 0 t' d1. en on or the prope t 0 the 
1 l pli o the 1 ic problem. A goo ule 1 . . 
DI IO 'D SIO AL TR s v I E' 
0 ITY) T IO D I E 
T 0 11 11 11 in er luous 
l ( ), t 0 a t dl t 
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sounds too vague and too similar to existi dimensional 
n lyais techniques to accomplish the task. A fe examples 
11 indicate the strength and scope or the hypothesis or 
chapter II concern! dimen ionally dependent relationships, 
d 111 illustrate ho\ the method herein described, based 
on the hypothe 1 , W1.ll eliminate superfluous pi terms. 
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TV• E 
A. Dimensional Dependence-Phenomenon Relations 
HYPOTHESIS: Every dimension is an independent abstract 
concept, and simultaneously every dimension is 
uniquely related to other dimensional combina-
tions through specific 'physical phenomena'. 
Webster (26) gives the following definition of the word 
hypothesis: 
11 A tentative theory or supposition provisionally adopted 
to explain certain facts and to guide in the investi-
gation of others." 
A fe examples e offered, in the spirit of Webster's defin-
ition, to support the hypothesis adopted in this thesis. 
Space and time e universally regarded as independent 
imensions, but Bridgman describes a hypothetical experiment 
by alileo (3, p. 13) hich leaves their dimensional indepen-
d n e in doubt. Bridgman assumes that Galileo shes to 
1 
t bl1 h a easure relation for bodies in free fall. In 
O lil o ~ould like to relate the height of the 
11 to the time required for the fall. Hie experimental 
m nt 1nclu e a pl orm o variable height, a height-
r, tim - e u r, a multitude o disposable 
1 
bit 
1 
o .. 
ei h -
or 
l 
i 
a er time- easurer e calibrated 
n be of free f 11 tests e 
t o height an time o 
Ga 1 o is over t a 
0 al , l h, hen 1 ed b 
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the square of the measure of time of fall, called T, always 
yield a con tant number k. Or s/T2 = k. Galileo could 
d fine a new unit of time t, sueh that (\/k·T) = t. His 
empirical measure relationship for free fall then becomes 
simply s = t2. A valid measure relationship is thus obtained 
between concepts ordin ily assumed independent, and the 
concepts (dimensions) have not explicitly entered the problem. 
The only assumption required in the problem is that the methods 
of measuring s and t are well defined and always repea table. 
The symbol s and t can be looked upon as a 'book keeping' 
device hioh serve only to tell Galileo hioh measure is to 
be squ ed and hioh is to be predicted. The equation is 
dimension lly homogeneous because it contains no dimensions. 
Application of the Pi Theorem reveals 2 v iablea, 0 units, 
h nee pi t rm . This is obviously the case for the equation 
s t 2 , or 1 = f(n2 ). 
ut up os G lileo deoi ed that the measures which ent 
nto th free fall 'la 1 ere somehow 'different' from those 
ich ent nto hi s stronomi al observations, and he decided 
to 1 r ti t bet •e n th by iv1 them special designa-
t on , or I 1 en io Th me sure relationship s = t 2 
ould h ve its di en ionall 1dent1 1ed (hen e be 
1sob 1 ) to in ur that both ea ures associated th 
1 0 1 0 e 1 vertantly ed 1th a tro omical 
0 1 1 1 ca -ion an 0 g n it is 
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easily acco plished by defining the dimensions on each side 
of the measure relationship to be equivalent. Thus the measure 
t (called time) is defined to be dimensionally equivalent to 
the square root of the measures (called height). The 
corresponding dimensional relationship is L2 = T, or L = T2 • 
Application of the Pi Theorem reveals 2 variables, 1 unit, 
hence 1 pi term. This is obviously the case because s/t2 = 1, 
or rr1 = constant. Thus the dimensions of length and time have 
b en made dimensionally dependent one on the other by definition. 
(Furthermore the units have been made equivalent because the 
o libration of the time measure was adjusted to yield unity 
hen the height measure as unity under the phenomenon of free 
fall.) The dimensional system so constructed is logically 
coherent and yields valid measure relationships. The system 
1 al ays yield correct measure relationships for objects 
moving under a uniform line acceleration. Ho ever, a 
num rical constant ould have to be introduced into the 
mea ure relationship if either the length unit, the time unit, 
0 the origin l (calibration) a celeration ere changed. 
Th th dimen io 1 definition L = T2 plus 'normaliza-
t on' 0 .. th unit 0 L n T have aimpli ied Galileo's .rree 
11 ur rel tionshi 0 ula. tur ree fall measures 
( ti on ) n ea ily oalcul te ut he (the hypo the ti-
c G 111 o) de pric 0 th1.s 1 pl:i !cation. He 
h 1 t b tract qu ntit I i o be epen ent upon 
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the abstract quantity 'length'; and furthermore, to be 
dependent in a particular fashion. (The fashion of dependence 
is not nearly so important as the dependence itself.) This 
hypothetical Galileo might foresee some difficulties and 
choose another method of obtaining dimensional homogeneity. 
After all, if it is wise to separate free fall measures from 
a~tronomical measures might it not also be wise to differenti-
ate between the various elements within one measure relation-
ship? 
The empirical measure relationship of the free fall 
ph nomenon is s = t 2 when expressed in the 'normalized' units 
o height and time. Galileo could elect to express this 'law' 
a s = c·t2, where c is understood to have {normally) the 
m nitude •unit~'· But introduction of the symbol c gives 
d itional degree of freedom in achieving dimensional homo-
geneity. For example, the symbol c can arbitrarily be assigned 
ratio o dimen ions (units) uch that the free fall measure 
( . -2) r lation lUp 1 dimension lly homogeneous, or c = LT , and 
still maintain the independence of the dimensions of length 
n time. Applic tion of the Pi Theorem to this scheme reveals 
3 v 1 b e , 2 units, hen l pi term. hie is obviously the 
s bee use /ct2 = 1, or "1 = const nt. If this fict tious 
G 111 0 h ee th1 result he could ha e saved him elf 
h tro 0 'no alizi II hi o i inal unit o time. In 
1 t I 0 t 0 of a hieving dimen ional 
homogeneity is that changes in the length unit or the time 
unit can be compensated automatically by corresponding changes 
in the magnitude of c. 
A summary of the three techniques employed in the 
empirical free fall measure relationship yields the following 
interpretations. 
Oaee 1: 2 s = t , and 0 units. This is an equation between 
pure number • The physical setting is that a measure of length 
is empirically discovered to be produced by the square of the 
measure of an appropriate time. In addition the unit magni-
tudes of s and t must be correctly speaif1ed as initial 
oond1 tions. 
c 2: s = t 2, and L ~ T2 . Th.is is a measure relationship 
bet e n measure of dimensionally dependent physical quantities. 
Th physical setting i that a measure of length is being 
pro uced b a measure o time hence the time measure must 
necess rily be q ared to produce length. In addition the 
unit agnit des of 
1ni.ti l con itions. 
and t must be correctly spec1 ie as 
c 3: 8 ... Thl. 1 a measure relationship 
b n me u e o dim nsional 1 dependent hys al quanti-
ti la e t rough the 1 ens onal con tant he 
l B tti 1 th t m s e o le th is being pro-
0 t 0 the inte vention o c, 
r t t o er ti n 1 o ed ib 
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'dimensions' assigned to c . The presence of c also eliminates 
the initial conditions on the unit magnitudes of s and t. 
The various dimensional dependences and independences 
imposed on the measure relationships in the three examples 
had one thing in conunon: hen a measure of the abstract 
concept 'length' as obtained by the sam arithmetic operation 
on a measure of the abstract concept 'time' a unique physical 
phenomenon {linear acceleration) as always imposed on the 
problem . A different combination of arithmetic operations 
would have imposed a different, but unique, physical phenomenon . 
These result s are seen to always h ld regardless of the 
dimen ional dependences or independences assumed in the problem . 
The e results thus agree with the hypothesis. 
The ' physical ' phenomenon imposed by defined imensional 
equivalence relationships are not always as obvious as that of 
2 =ct , i.e., linear acceleration. A prominent example in 
point concerns the dimensions 'length' and 'area'. Practically 
eve y it r say the dimension of area is de.fined to be 
( quiv lent to) length2, or A - L2 • But if the h pothesis of 
a pte II is corre t th imension or are an le th e 
ind p n nt e pt un r c rtain unique I sic l' situations. 
Th uniqu hy 1cal situati n as oc1ate th t e im nsionally 
n ent r l ti on hip c. L2 st be uncovered to preserve 
th 0 h 1 . f i titiou , o 'tho ht', experi ent 11 
1 lo th veh1 le o ti tion. 
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Common units of area, hioh include the barn, the acre, 
and the circular mil are neither convenient nor well defined 
for the follo ng investigation. Therefore an imaginary area 
unit, called an 'arean', shall be devised. One arean is 
defined as the area enclosed within a certain triangle scribed 
on a sheet of platinum. Copies of standard decimal multiples 
of a unit arean are available to facilitate area measurement. 
Imagine a large set of randomly shaped ink blots drawn 
upon a plane. The blots are not similar in shape or size, 
but (for convenience only) each blot has an easily discernible 
maximum breadth. Imagine that the investigator finds this 
maximum breadth and measures the length of it. Any convenient 
unit of length may be utilized. Since the area is assumed to 
b proportional to the product o t o lengths it might be 
argued that another independent length measure is required for 
each ink blot. A second convenient length to measure 111 be 
the le th of the perpendicular bi ector of the maximum breadt . 
Thu a h ink blot is ch a ter1zed by the measure of t o 
l th taken at right ang ,es to one another. ultipl these 
t o m a ure and tabulate the roducts o each ink blot. 
h roduct r pr n , or 1B related in some sen e to the 
0 it r B e iv ink blot. 0 as e the ea o ea h 
in lo ire tl in I ns' b 'overlaying' or covering 
blo unit (an 1 l 0 unit ) of stand 
0 d , er ( ea ure) o e h in 
blo x e in ns. 
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Each ink blot now has t o measures which 'characterize' 
its area. One is a direct area measure in areans, and the 
other is a product of two characteristic lengths (measured at 
right angles to each other). Attempt to find a method that 
11 convert the area measure in areans to the measure obtained 
by the product of the two lengths . No amount of research or 
o·orrelation rill yield a single functional relationship hich 
ill perform the desired conversion for every ink blot . Thus, 
in this case, the area measured in area units is not related 
to the measure given by the product of tqo characteristic 
lengths . at important 'physical' phenomenon caused this 
unexpected result? The ans\•er is simple; geometrically 
shapes . Or, to put the question in a different 
light, what lould have been the result if the same experiment 
a c ried out on a set of geometric lly similar ink blots, 
e ch of a di ferent size? The ans er is obvious. The area 
mea ure xpres ed in areans, \hen divided b the area measure 
expre ed as the p oduct o the t o lengths would yield the 
am con ant for every blot, or ea = constant x length x 
dth. Imm diately imensionally dependent relationship can 
b ------ , or A,;. L
2 • Thus a '.h !cal phenomenon' that mus t 
e t o thi di n ional equivalence to be v id is geomet ic 
ty. 
h1 
n o ro 
H n e th 
o e cro 
ine 1 en ionall dependent relation-
s ction 1 ( e ) gee etri si 1 it 
1 Geometr1 1 it •, a di cu e here, doe 
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not require similarity between two physical objects, but only 
imilarity between two geometrical (area) abstractions, such 
ae an ellipse. 
It ould be redundant to make the same argument between 
the dimensional quantities 'length' and 'volume•. But 
identical arguments could be made, and identical conclusions 
would be drawn. enever the dimension 'volume' is defined to 
be equivalent to the dimen ion 1 length3 1 , or V ~ L3, complete 
geometric Bimil 1ty is imposed on the problem. 
The example concerning Galileo ' s free fall experiment 
\as o mor academic interest than practical use because 
veryone treats space and time as independent dimensions. But 
the dimensional independence of length, area, and volume is 
not dely understood. (However Bridgman (3, p . 61) orked 
an example that touched on the independence o volume and 
1 ngth . ) Consequently ever al dimensional transfer functions 
of phenomena hich are truly functions of area, or of volume, 
e usu lly sho as dependent upon L2 and L3 respectively, 
th th necessary result that super luou pi terms are 
ntro u e into a dimen ion 1 analysi ch utilizes these 
1 n ion 1 cons tant . 
v r 1 othe eim equation .ere entioned in the 
th or 1 l 1 u ion o ch pter II. Thu P = de ines 
ac eleration pparently be ause a 
0 0 c ea 11 r 1 t to he p o c o_ 
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measures of mass and acceleration when the force is allowed 
to imp t a spacial acceleration (kinetio energy) to the mass. 
But the abstract concept (dimension) force is independent of 
it bility to impart an acceleration to a given mass . For 
example force can also impart energy by straining (elongating) 
a solid piece of material. It would be just as valid, therefore, 
tc define F = L. 
The hypothesis of chapter II lead to the conclusion that 
the only justification for defining relationships between 
dimensional combinations is that a resulting measure relation-
ship related to a unique physical phenomenon is made dimen-
sionally homogeneous without the intervention of a d1mene1onal 
constant, nd thus the definition is good only Jhen {actually 
implies) the defining henomenon occurs. Thus to define ork 
a dimensionally equivalent to heat implies that a measure of 
·or is being converted to a measure of heat. To define 
kinetic energy as dimensionally equivalent to temperature 
implies th t a mea ure of kinetic energy is betng converted 
to e of temperature . To define heat as dimensionally 
q val nt to temperature implies that a measure of heat is 
conv rt to a mea ur o temperature. Each or these 
op r t1ons nt 1ls a unique ph Bio 1 henomenon. The better 
ppro ch 1 n r to de ine one dimen 1onal combinatio a 
qu1v len o no r, but inst a to ut11 ze dimensional 
on or en 1 nal ho ogene t . 
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B. Applied Pr oblems 
A few applied problems will be orked to illustr ate the 
intrusion of superfluous pi terms . Each problem will be 
worked using two methods: (a) the problem will first have all 
v r iables expres ed in the independent dimensions applicable 
to the phenomenon under discussion, and (b) the problem 11 
then be worked with specific redundantly defined dimensionally 
dependent r el tionships inser ted into the dimensional formulas 
(tr nsfer functions) . It will be seen that the second solution 
produces superfluous pi terms , and that the nature of these pi 
terms o n be predicted from the nature of the dependent dimen-
sional equivalences imposed on the problem. The first example 
11 be taken from Bridgman (3, p . 3) . 
Consider the time of a small oscillation of a small drop 
o liquid acting under its own sur ace tension . The 
urned to be free of gravitational influence, and the 
op is 
o il tion re er to periodic changes of shape, such as 
ph rical to ellipsoidal d b ck. The time of os 1llation t 
1 e to epe d upon the sur ace tension of the liquid s, 
th ns1t o the liquid d, an the ra ius of the tationary 
rop r. e v ri bl s a e ho th their dimensional 
e ul e re ed in t 0 t s o run amental unit 
n 10 ) . t ( ) on i t 0 the convent ona ' L, d 
(B) 1 'r duced' set, hich assumes that 
th 0 l e n1 eq io d velope in G lileo' s ee 
r J L . T2 - , 1 a 1 t o thi ob 
Both set of units are summarized below: 
Variable Symbol 
Time of oscillation t 
D ne1ty of liquid d 
Surface tension s 
Radius of drop r 
(A) 
Conventional 
Dimensions 
T 
ML-3 
MT-2 
L 
(B) 
'Free Fall' 
Dimi=-nsions 
It 
ML-3 
ML-1 
L 
Dimensional analysis th the conventional units, set (A), 
contains 4 variables, 3 fundamental units (and the rank of 
the degree matrix is 3) , hence there is 1 pi term. By 
inspection rr1 = st2;ar3 . The Pi Theorem yields the equation 
st2/dr3 = constant. (18) 
Bridgman asserts that this result is verified by experiment 
(3, p. 4). 
Dimensional analysis with the free fall units, set (B), 
oontains 4 variables, 2 fundamental unite (and the rank of 
the degr matrix is 2), hence there are 2 pi terms. V ious 
combinations o variables to orm pi terms are possible, but 
the o t in tructive et 1 n1 = at2/dr3, and n2 = r/t2 . The 
Pi Theorem yields the equ tio 
t2/dr3 = (r/t2 ). (19) 
oour pe iment 11 reveal that f(r/t2) is onstant, but 
ri nt 1 no re u1.red. The notion (r/t2 ) mu t be 
0 t nt in th1 p e o enon be a the redun antly define 
L ,;, 2 im. o e 2 di n 0 1 n e 2 = r/t 
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as a superfluous pi term into the dimensional analysis . The 
imposed dimensionally dependent relationship yields a valid 
measure relationship between measures of length and time only 
under the phenomenon of constant linear acceleration, thus the 
superfluous pi term (similitude parameter) requires that any 
pertinent measures of length must be converted to a measure 
of time through the relationship associated with the phenomenon 
of a constant linear acceleration. There is no such phenomenon 
in this problem. 
If the free fall experiment had been conducted in a 
viscous medium the measure relationship a/t = constant would 
h ve been obtained . This relationship could then be used to 
construct a defined dimensionall dependent relationship of 
L ~ T bet een the dimensions 'length' and 1 t1me'. If the 
variables of the liquid drop problem are expressed in the 
an L set, th the defined dimensional equivalence L ~ T 
ssutned to pply, an extra pi term homologous to the form s/t 
111 ppear. Dimensional anal sis of this situation shows 
i ble , 2 undament l units (and the rank of the degree 
m tri 1 ), hen e there e 2 1 te s. The Pi Theorem 
yi ld th qu ion 
t 2/dr3 = r(r/t). (20) 
Th n tur o 
the 1 
0 h 
he un 1o (r/t), in t e above equation, and 
un 
or t ex1 t n e i s o pletel 
ion (r/ 2 ) o u t on 19. 
n logoue t o 
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Consider next a problem dealing with loading a metal 
rod of unspecified cross sectional shape in tension. (The 
shape, assumed to be irregular, is uniform along the longi-
tudin 1 axis .) The rod 11 be subjected to a tensile load P, 
and the elongation of the bar e is to be determined. First 
analyze the problem utilizing a set of variables and units 
(dimensions) which do not use redundantly defined dimensionally 
dependent relationships. The elongation e is assumed to be a 
function of the tensile load P, of the length of the bar 1, of 
the cross sectional area a, and of the modulus of elasticity E. 
1 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L -
,, I 
/ I 
I 
0 I ~t ( I ,, 
.-- -- I I 1/ I I / 
\. ..!-(" 
1 t 
~ 
VJp 
This end 
fixed 
of 
E 
The shape of the cross sec-
tion can be 1 characterized 1 
by the t'o characteristic 
measurements maximum dth 
and maximum depth, w and d 
respectively. A summ y of 
the pertinent units sho s: 
Measure Fo ulas 
Variable Symbol 
elo ation 
tensile load 
area of section 
le th of bar 
odulus of 
ela ticit 
e 
p 
a 
1 
Dimen-
sions 
L 
F 
A 
L 
F -1 
l . en ion lo , b of rregula cross s c ion 
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Dimensional analysis with this set of units contains 
5 variables, 3 fundamental units (and the rank of the degree 
matrix is 3), hence there are 2 pi terms. The pi terms are 
seen by inspection to be n1 = e/l, and rr2 = P/aE . The Pi 
Theorem yields the equation 
e ;1 == t (PI aE ) • (21) 
Experiment shows the relation to be simply e/l = P/aE . 
Next analyze the problem utilizing a set of variables and 
unite (dimensions) which employ the redundantly defined 
dimensionally dependent relationship A~ L2. (This problem is 
used quite often in elementary engineering texts, and it is 
invariably presented in the f ollow1ng manner . ) The change in 
dimensions from area to (the equivalent?) length2 requires some 
changes in the variables. The modulus of elasticity E must now 
be measured in units of -2 FL , henoe area cannot appear 
directly a a variable. But area ia still an important 
ctor so it d.11 be characterized by the two 'characteristic' 
me urements, ddth , and depth d. (Actually only one of 
th e could have been used eter 'sh e' had been 
inolud d in the list o v 1able . In this case 'shape' oul 
b i t by it el .) All o her v ables remain unchanged. 
ollo rin ................. y o the meaaur f o ula o the variables 
no r qu1r 
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Variable Symbol 
oharaoter1st1o depth d 
characteristic width 
elongation e 
length of the b 1 
t nsile load P 
modulus of elasticity E 
Dimensions 
L 
L 
L 
L 
F 
FL- 2 
Dimensional analy is with these units contains 6 variables, 
~ fundamental units (and the rank of the degree matrix is 2), 
henoe there are pi terms. Four convenient pi terms oan be 
formed by inspection. They are n1 = e/l, n2 = d/l, n3 = w/l, 
nd n a P/El2 . The Pi Theorem yields the equation 
f(l, 1, n1 , n2, n3, n4 ) = 0 • (22) 
This equation oan be rearranged and displayed in terms of the 
origin 1 var! bles. In this form it beoomes 
(23) 
uch more exp rimental investigation is required to reduce this 
re ult to the accepted result shown following Equation 21. 
T o ddit1on 1 pi terms, d/l, and w/l {or alternately d/l, 
'shape'), h ve b en a ded, n the pi term involving the 
r tio o P to E h been altered. These additional pi terms 
reguire cros ection 1 geometric imilarity, hi le the correct 
olution oe not require it. The added pi te s ( imilitude 
p t r ) cul b ound to be uperfluous b experiment, 
but p rim nt 1 not re u1re . e uperrluou pi terms ere 
b u t i en io 11 e endent rel ti n~hip A~ L 2 
1 0 I hy 1 a he no en n' oci ted th the 
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dimensionally dependent relationship, geometric ea similarity, 
onto the problem. Thus area similarity is imposed as the 
direct result of replacing a correct dimension in a dimensional 
trans 'er function of a unique physical phenomenon, the 
modulus of elasticity, with a dimensional combination defined 
as equivalent. 
The applied problems discussed thus far have dealt with 
dynamic and static behavior of 'mechanical' systems . Consider 
next a clas ic problem in heat transfer, the so-called 
'paradox ' of Rayleigh (20, 21) and Riabouchinaky (22). Lord 
Rayleigh used dimensional analysis on Boussinesq's problem of 
tead heat transfer from a good conductor immersed in a large 
tream of fluid. The fluid is moving past the conductor with 
fixed velocity (measured ta dist nee from the solid) . It 
is as urned that the fluid is incompressible and non-viscous, 
nd that the soli doe not change ah pe or orientation 11th 
respect to th stream . The problem is to predict the heat 
tr n er rate h fro the soli body to the tream. Rayleigh's 
a· n ion l naly is ( 0) of the problem is umm ized belo : 
asure ormula 
v 1 ble bol Dimensions 
h 
-1 
he t tr ns r r te HT 
h t r1 ngth 0 t solid a L 
velo th flui v LT-l 
oli 0 _uid t 
t the ui KL-3 
-1 
0 c _, - -1 
v t 0 t e f HL -
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Dimensional analysis reveals 6 variables, 4 fundamental 
units (and the rank of the degree matrix is 4), hence there 
are 2 pi terms. The pi terms Rayleigh formed are rr1 = h/kat, 
and n2 = avc/k. Rayleigh expressed these in the form 
h = (kat)·f( vc/k). (24) 
A short time later D. R1abouch1nsky questioned Rayleigh's 
analysis ( 22). 
11 If we suppose only three of these quantities e 
'really independent' we obtain a different result. For 
example if the temperature is defined as the mean kinetic 
energy of the molecules, the principle of similitude 
allows us only to ffirm that 
h = ( l t ) · F ( v /ka 2 , ca 3) • " ( 25 ) 
Riabouchinsky apparently assumed that heat (H) is also 
dimensionally quivalent to energy, for if he had replaced 
only the unit of t mperature there would still be 4 fundamental 
units, i.e., H, L, T, and versus H, L, T, and j. A quick 
ahecc reveals that either of these sets of fundamental units 
ields Rayleigh's original ans er. It is further assumed that 
Ri bo hins chose to omit ma s from his analysis because 
yl 1gh specifically omitted it. Thus Riabouchins 's 
nt u t run es enti lly as follo s: heat ~ energy, and 
t p r tu 
th units u 
unit by 
n 
• H. T 
t 
a energy, therefore heat ~ temperature. Consequently 
by i bouchin ky c n be obtaine from Rayleigh's 
ining the di n ion lly epen ent relation hip 
1 a r dun nt di en ionally dependent relationship 
t t a pe 1 4 p s cal phenomenon is occ ing. 
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Namely that a measure of temperature can be converted directly 
into a measure of heat. Thus the physical situation which 
allows a measure of temperature to be converted directly into 
a measure of heat must appear as a superfluous similitude 
parameter (pi term) in Riabouohinsky's analysis. Riabouchinsky's 
(app ent) dimensional analysis of the problem is summarized 
below: 
Measure Formula 
Variable 
heat transfer rate 
ch racteristic length of the solid 
stream velocity of the fluid 
t mperature difference, solid to fluid 
epeci ic thermal capacity of the fluid 
the l conductivity of the fluid 
Symbol 
h 
a 
v 
t 
c 
k 
D1mens1 ns 
HT-1 
L 
LT-l 
H 
L-3 
L-lT-1 
Sin e e o H only one symbol can be retaine • It is H. 
Dimen 1onal an lysis reveals 6 variables, 3 fundamental 
units ( nd the rank of the degree matrix is 3), hence there 
e 3 pi terms. The pi terms Riabouchinsky formed are 
n1 = h/kat, n2 = v k 2 , d n3 = c 3 Riabouohinsky's results 
n be ma e to ppear more like Raleigh's by replacing 
TT2 v/ka th n te , here TT is de ined b the 
el tio TT2•TT3 • The re ult o abouchinsky's anal sis 
the 0 
h - ( t)· ( I , 3). (26) 
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This form of Riabouchinsky 's ans er shows it to be 
identical to Rayleigh's With the exception of an additional 
(super luous) pi term. The pi term could be eliminated by 
experiment, but experiment is not required. The pi term 
(similitude parameter) results from the redundant dimensional 
definition of 9 ~ H so it must reflect the 'physical phenomenon ' 
r quired to convert a measure of e into a measure of H. This 
means that a body with a fixed volumetric thermal capacity 
does not change volume during the heat transfer process ( hich 
1s Rayleigh's problem); or, if it does change volume then its 
volumetric thermal capacity must change inversely with the 
volume. (This is seen to be precisely the similitude require-
ment imposed by Riabouchinsky's pi term ca3.) There is no 
uoh material in the real world, certainly not in the world 
di cussed by Rayleigh and R abouchinsky. Thus Brand's conclu-
ion cone ming the 'paradox' (2, p. 44) 11 only experiment can 
decide hioh is orrect 11 i s not true. Application of the 
hypothe 1 of cha ter II reduc d the two pos ible ans ers to 
only one, d thout e periment. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CO CLUSIONS 
This thesis had two objectives. They were (a) to 
establish the reason for existence of superfluous pi terms 
(not associated with extraneous variables) , and (b) to 
describe a technique h1ch will prevent their formation. 
Review of the literature and analysis of the Pi Theorem 
indicated superfluous pi terms were formed because of 
insufficient knowledge of the role played by dimensionally 
d pendent relationships. A lack of agreement on the termin-
ology used in the Pi Theorem contributed to this situation. 
The Pi Theorem is a mathematical statement that could easily 
be stripped of all •real orld' meanings, but the usual 
int rpretations placed on element of the Pi Theorem clearly 
how the theorem dealt th rel tionships between variables 
( hich e here defined to be measures of specific example of 
nd units ( h1 h e here defined to be speci ic 
magnitudes of dimension). Thus , ultimately, the Pi Theorem 
pre 1 t th consequences o ' measuri 1 a set of n dimensions 
b u 1 ub t, m, o these dimensions, here n >m. 
n v r m a ur s o t o. d en ions are expressed in 
t 0 pro r ub et of those dimen ions, an imultaneously 
1 l 1 nf o ced, the there u t be some 
on 11 nt r 1 tio p ex pre e o. implied 
h 1 1 0 t. et. 
c 1 n o n _onall depen ent relat1o s ha 
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h1storioally be n a controversial subject. A revi ew o 
methods of achieving dimensional homogeneity, hence dimen-
sionally dependent relationships, revealed that it has been 
coomplished in two aye: (a) the dimensional 'defining 
equ tion', and (b) the 'dimensional transfer variable'. It 
has not been generally understood that dimensional 'defining 
equ tions' are merely one means of achieving dimensional 
homogeneity. Both techniques were seen to require the use of 
empiric 1 measure relationships which relate measures of 
ab tract concepts {dimensions) through unique physical phenomena . 
The resulting measure relationships are then 'manipulated' so 
t t they are dimensionally homogeneous. Thus dimensionally 
dependent relation hips are always constructed so that they 
yield valid measure relationships only under re tricted physical 
conditio • It is seen that all dimensionally dependent 
r 1 tion hips can be neatly sunun 1zed n the follo ng 
hypothesi : 
di ion is n in ependent abstract con ept, and 
ly every dimension is uniquely related to 
ion 1 combinations through spe ifi ' ph sical 
Th ct th t dimens on 11 de en dent relationshi s can be 
I on tru t I 1 t 0 di a hion e lain h the 
b r o ntal uni s c n be a v !able. Di 4eri 
1 1 ete e p 0 u h never the n ber or t pe 
0 n nt on ass d to be e tinent 
1 v 11 t 0 e 1 u e a et r ( 1 
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terms) depends directly upon the validity of the assumed 
dimensionally dependent relationships, (which in turn depends 
upon the validity of the assumed physical phenomena) . 
Thus the first objective of this thesis has been 
accomplished. uperfluous pi terms are seen to be the result 
of utilizing dimensionally dependent relationships out of 
oontext with their defining physical phenomenon . The second 
goal of this thesis, a technique to prevent the formation of 
eupe fluou s pi terms, follows naturally from this kno ledge. 
Th t is, superfluous pi terms are eliminated when the engineer 
use only the dimensionally dependent relationships that e 
ppropriate to the physical phenomena under investigation . 
This simple rule, though correct, is not easy to apply . Two 
guid lin a that 11 help the engineer from inadvertently 
ere ti perfluous pi terms are (a} avoid the use of 
1n1 quations 1 h never possible, (b} never replace a 
dim n ion in a 'dimensional transfer variable' th dimensions 
s equivalent. It i the author's opinion that the 
.oul greatl bene it 1 the concept o dimensional-
d 1ning equ t on truck o the literature, but this 
1 1mpr cti l au e the y tem e ell entrenched . Thu 
th r er 11 ce the task or re reting out 
in di en ion 1 r lation hip b ied thin 
1 1 1 en i o 1 tr r a.bl ', 1. e., t e 
pl 1 e in 
1 0 1 t e n 0 
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fundamental units changed the physical phenomena that had to 
be simulated . y other examples are shown in the literature 
(11, 16, 17, 18). oat of these are based on the concept of 
independent directed lengths, or so-called •vector dimensional 
alysi s '. The u e of directed lengths is only a special 
case of dimensional independence, and the concept 1s too 
narrow to eliminate all superfluous pi terms. 
This thesis points to two tasks that could profitably 
be undertaken b engineers. The first i s for an engineer to 
re-e amine the physical definitions of all conunonly used 
'dimensional transfer variables', u ually properties of 
materials . The objeot would be to list the dimensions of 
these properties in terms of the phenomena implied by the 
definition of that property, insuring that no 'defined 
dimensional- quiva lenoe' rel tionshipe accidently made their 
y into th list. The econd task is an investigation into 
th •true' ph nomenological me ing o common similitude 
paramet rs ( 1 t rms). urphy points out (19, . 170) that 
thi s been accomplished for most of the conunon fluid flo 
1 111t de r eters . The h ve been reduced to r tios of 
rtin nt oro s . 
in r d tl 
11 p t 
r . I b 
b t1o 
This the sho s that phenomena involved 
ine d en ionally dependent relation hips 
1 n ional an 1 sis a similitude ara-
o 1 l to tud all imen ional naly 1 
e t 1 no e hi ch e ne e 11 
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contained within the 'dimensional transfer variables' selected 
for a given problem. 
l. 
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